models in the popular theatrical culture of Lisbon, with its more democratic translations and adaptations. One of those practices consisted of adapting Italian, French, and Spanish operas and comedies-or producing derivative works-and delivering them as spoken plays interspersed with musical numbers. This genre, if we may call it such, also had links with contemporaneous Spanish developments and local puppet--theater productions. It formed the basis of the repertory of Lisbon's Teatro do Bairro Alto after the mid 1750s, and was soon exported to the colony. While Manuel Carlos de Brito provided some accounts of locally composed music being used in these productions, 6 extant musical sources reveal a more widespread practice of using Italian music, either translated or performed in the original language. This was an effective way of establishing a connection with the repertory of the royal theaters while still providing a theatrical experience that was accessible to the regular urban theatergoer, not necessarily an aristocrat or a wealthy bourgeois. For this matter, it was essential to reduce the number of Italian arias, to include secondary numbers in the intermissions and after the ópera or comédia, and to add a comic dimension to the main play, partly improvised and sometimes alluding to current events and local figures. It is highly probable that this was the type of spectacle that Bougainville witnessed in Rio de Janeiro. Two years before Bougainville's visit, in June--July 1765, the recently appointed Governor of São Paulo mentioned the staging of Dido desprezada, Siro reconhecido, Alexandre na Índia, Olimpíada, and Adriano na Síria, apparently in the same theater, all with "excellent music and dances." 7 The documented repertory of Lisbon's Bairro Alto in the late 1760s and Oporto's Teatro do Corpo da Guarda in the 1770s, as well as virtually everything that we know about theatrical practices in eighteenth--century Brazil strongly suggests that the 1765 Rio productions were óperas ao gosto português, not full--fledged Metastasian opere serie. However, as documented by a number of librettos and other records from about the same time, Lisbon's popular theaters also produced vernacular versions of Italian operas and pasticcio settings, translated or not. 8 We still know little about eighteenth--century pasticcio settings in Portugal, and even less so in Brazil. So, when in 1805 Tuckey mentioned that in tragedies, comedies, and operas represented in Rio de Janeiro, "the dialogue [was] in Portuguese, but the words and music of the songs [were] Italian," 9 he could have been referring to a range of practices, from óperas ao gosto portugues to pasticci with spoken dialogues in lieu of secco recitatives.
In Vila Rica, Captaincy of Minas Gerais, an inventory of the music library of Florencio Ferreira Coutinho, prepared after his death in 1819 and studied in detail by Paulo Castagna, corroborates this scenario of adaptations and assemblages. 10 It lists a number of musical scores of Italian arias by such composers as Galuppi, De Majo, Anfossi, Piccini, Traetta, Sacchini, Perez, and Avondano. With the exception of one act of O Mundo da Lua, by an anonymous composer, these were all loose arias, ready to be used in a variety of settings. Additionally, the inventory provides the title of several Portuguese songs or arias, such as "Querida Aspásia," from a Portuguese adaptation of Temistocle, the gracioso aria "O menino quer nanar," from a local setting of Demofonte em Trácia, and "Ninguém desmaie," from the Entremez do Caçador by playwright, actor, and singer Pedro Antonio Pereira.
Well known as Pedrinho, Pedro Antonio Pereira moved to Brazil in the mid 1780s accompanied by his daughter Rita-whom Adriano Balbi described as being perfect in choleric and violent roles. 11 According to Sousa Bastos, Pedrinho "was called to Rio de Janeiro, where he organized the Portuguese theater, making actors out of amateurs." 12 For this purpose, he certainly took with him several of his plays and musical scores. Before embarking for Brazil, Pedrinho had worked as a comico-meaning actor--singer--dancer-at the Bairro Alto during the 1750s and 60s. In 1767 he and his wife (this is how she was identified in the payment records) signed a contract to "represent and dance" in a cast that included the sisters Cecilia and Luisa Rosa de Aguiar (Luisa Todi) and Antonio José de Paula, another actor--playwright with a Brazilian connection.
even Pedro." 16 During all those years, Pedro Antonio Pereira wrote several plays, which remained in the repertory of popular theaters well into the nineteenth century. By December 1793 he was engaged in Brazilian productions, calling himself comico do Rio de Janeiro and having his translation of O Mágico de Salerno, dating from his Bairro Alto years, performed at the new casa da ópera of Rio de Janeiro, in a spectacle celebrating the Queen's birthday. In Rio's casa da ópera-also known as Teatro de Manuel Luiz, after its manager Manuel Luiz Ferreira-he joined a mixed cast of singers, reshaping a company that was still active upon the arrival of the Portuguese court, although at that point he was no longer around. The names Pedro and Pedro Antonio appear in five of the thirteen numbers of Demofonte, while all but one of the remaining numbers were assigned to other singers of Rio's casa da ópera. As David Cranmer has observed 17
In the manuscript of Demofoonte, a pastiche, with the text only partially by Metastasio, we find the names of Sra. Joaquina (Joaquina Lapinha 
Assembling and reassembling
The material that is grouped under the title Demofonte (G--Prática 51b) comprises 100 folios. (See Appendix 1.) It is divided in scrapbooks for violin 1, violin 2, voice (in Italian), oboes, horns, and bass. Additional folios (at least 4 in G--Prática 117a, 2 in 117c and 5 in 117d) contain excerpts of the basso, viola, and trumpet parts. Appendix 1 lists the main musical features and sources of each number; the musical incipits would allow the reader to perform further searches and comparisons. Up to three names of singers appear in some pages, some of them crossed out, and some pages bear the title of an alternative production. The set shows signs of being used at least two times as a Demofoonte pasticcio, with a different performance order and a slightly different cast. Some numbers were also used in previous settings of Eneas e Lavínia, Demetrio, Eurene, Ilha deserta, and possibly Esposa Persiana. (See Table 1 .) Demofonte was assembled with arias and obbligato recitatives by Anfossi, De Majo, Guglielmi, Jommelli, Marescalchi, Perez, Sarti, and Traetta. None of these names appear anywhere in G--Prática 51b. In order to identify the original numbers I took advantage of the RISM search engine (www.rism.info), with its search--by--incipit capability, while also researching the musical holdings of the Ajuda Library and Vila Viçosa Palace Archive, partly available through the Gale--Cengage microfilm collection European Music Manuscripts (series two and three).
The vocal parts of Demofonte are all in Italian, but some of the instrumental parts bear a Portuguese incipit. For example, De Majo's aria "Ah torto spergiuro," from Antigono, has its complete Italian text in the vocal score, but the instrumental parts bring a Portuguese incipit ("Sem causa me xama"). Additionally, the crossed--out title Demetrio appears on the left side and the new title Demofonte on the top right corner. (See Figure 1 .) This aria is identified as P.ra Cantoria-roughly translated as first singing event-but is the last number in all scrapbooks. Although the complete Portuguese text is unavailable, it seems to have been more a translation than a contrafactum, since there is a correspondence between the Italian verses ah torto spergiuro quel labbro mi dice and the Portuguese line sem causa me chama. The same can be said about all other arias bearing a Portuguese incipit.
No local composer, neither in Lisbon nor in Rio, was needed for this production, as the few adaptations could have been done by the theater's mestre de música. Among the most dramatic changes, De Majo's aria "Sono in mar" was transposed a tone lower. Playing the role of Timante, Pedrinho was a versatile singer. Even though he could perform in the tenor and soprano ranges, 24 a sustained high c at measures 64 and 65 was probably too much for him, hence the need for a transposition. Another number assigned to him, "Figlia, qualor ti miro," from Jommelli's Ifigenia in Aulide, is in the tenor range. The Museu da Música de Mariana, Minas Gerais, holds a late--eighteenth--century fragment of this aria. 24 Other numbers assigned to him are "Olà porgetemi" (e 1 -a 2 ), "Misero me" (e♭ 1 -g 2 ), "Misero pargoletto" (e 1 --a 2 ), and "Figlia qualor ti miro" (e -e 2 ). Playing Dircea, the Brazilian mezzo--soprano Joaquina Lapinha performed two of the most demanding arias of the set, "Padre perdona" (range c 1 - a♭ 2 ), of which I was unable to identify the source, and the above--mentioned "Ah torto spergiuro" (f♯ 1 - b 2 ). She also sang Anfossi's recitative and aria "Me infelice che sento / Ah si fugga non ardisco" (e♭ 1 - a♭ 2 ), De Majo's obbligato recitative "Misero me"
(e♭ 1 -g 2 ), and Sarti's aria "Se il ciel me divide," which was transposed down a minor third (from f 1 -c 3 to d 1 -a 2 ). The most intriguing example of text reworking in Demofonte, the recitative and aria "Dircea che fai / Se il ciel me divide" was based on a setting of Alessandro nell'Indie that Sarti prepared in 1766 for a performance in Padua. The score made it to the Portuguese Royal Library, from where it may have been copied and inserted on a pasticcio setting already in Portugal, before crossing the Atlantic. In this specific passage, Sarti's version departs considerably from Metastasio's text published in his opera omnia, and both differ from Vinci's first setting in 1729. Sarti expanded Cleofide's monologue (2/6) with words and ideas from her previous dialogues with Poro and Gandarte. From Sarti's Alessandro to the multi--authored Demofonte the only additional modification was replacing the name Cleofide with Dircea. (See Table 2 .) Likewise, Guglielmi's duet of Dircea and Timante had a parallel life in a Portuguese version of Enéas e Lavínia. As seen in the violin parts, the vocal line was subjected to minor changes, dictated by the Portuguese prosody, such as the addition of a note at the opening of the recitative, where the original two--syllable word spo--so [59v, 93v] --ne--as [19r] in Enéas e Lavínia-where the rest that was replaced by a quarter note is still visible-and presumably es--po--so [43r] in a Portuguese rendition of Demofoonte. (See Figure 2. ) Before Joaquina Lapinha, another cômica of Rio de Janeiro used to play the role of Dircea. Rosinha, of whom we only know the first name, also sang Sarti's aria "Se il ciel me divide" a third lower, which suggests that the transposition was not motivated by Lapinha's vocal shortcomings.
After Pedrinho, another male singer of Rio's casa da ópera and the Capela Real was Manoel Rodrigues Silva. He was also lieutenant of a local militia and is identified in several scores in Vila Viçosa as Sr. Manoelinho or Sr. Manoel Roiz. As seen in the two arias assigned to him, "Si soffre una tiranna" (d 1 - g 2 ) and "Vi conosco amate stelle" (d 1 - g 2 ), his preferred range was that of a mezzo--soprano, which confirms the regular practice of falsetto singing among male singers of the Teatro de Manuel Luiz, while also illustrating a common overlapping between music practices of church and theater. Since these two arias were sung by the character Tiridate, in Zenobia, we can assume that Manoelinho performed a male role in Demofonte, probably the emperor himself. The first staging of this multi--authored setting of Demofonte in Rio took place around the mid 1780s, right after the arrival of Pedro Antonio Pereira, when the singer Rosinha was still active. The last performance, preserved in the final arrangement of instrumental parts, happened before Lapinha's departure to Portugal in 1791. Although not impossible, it is unlikely that Pedrinho was still active as a singer after her return in 1805. If still alive, he would be approaching his 80th birthday.
Since the arias assigned to the characters Demofoonte, Creusa, Matusio, and maybe Cherino were not taken from Demofoonte settings (see Table  1 ), and these characters were not identified in the numbers taken from external sources, it is not possible to ascertain the exact cast for a specific production. Even so, a comparison between the order of numbers of Demofonte and the actual libretto may provide an approximate idea of the possible placement of numbers within the play.
At least four different copyists worked on Demofonte, but two of them did the largest part of the job. One of them (a) seems to have copied the majority of instrumental parts. Different copyists worked on "Olà porgetemi," "Misero pargoletto," and maybe "Oi me ch'intesi mai." Inconsistencies and variants on a number of pages apparently written by a suggest a range of possibilities, from the expected changes in handwriting through the length of one's career, to idiosyncratic practices (such as using two different shapes of the G clef, sometimes in the same page, as in the violin parts of "Ah torto spergiuro" and the Coro in folios [26v] and [49v]), and some interventions by a less expert copyist (as in "Me infelice che sento," [1v]). It is highly suggestive that Pedrinho and his wife can be linked with this repertory since its inception at the Bairro Alto during the 1760s. If Manuel Luiz hired him as a music director, and not simply as a cômico, Pedrinho's duties would include taking care of the music library of the theater. This would explain the homogeneity of these copies, either because Pedrinho used to work with the same copyists or because he or his wife did some copying as well.
Vocal and instrumental parts reveal a number of shared features, but the vocal parts were all written at the same time and are much more professional and coherent in style (b). If copyists a and b were the same person-as one of the variants of a (hereafter a1) seems to function as a link between a and b-copies by a should be from an early period. Even if a and b were not the same person, copies produced by b are more recent, given that their neatly numbered internal order reflects the final placement of the instrumental parts, which often bear two different numberings. Both a and b worked in other copies associated with the Teatro de Manuel Luiz, now in Vila Viçosa, but we do not know if all copies by a were actually produced in Rio. Cranmer makes a strong point that at least some of them were. He described the style of a1 (illustrated in Figure 1 ) in his 2012 chapter, identifying it as being used also in the copy of Zara, formerly in the archives of Gastão Bettencourt and Curt Lange and bearing the note "Reprezentada no Teatro do Rio de Janeiro em 18 de Novembro de 1778." 25 For quick reference, Appendix 2 includes a sample of the main clefs and key signatures of each number. Style a1 is seen in the instrumental parts of "Ah torto spergiuro" and "Se il ciel me divide," and in the fragment of "Misero me/Ah si fugga," in G--Prática 117a.
Given that no secco recitatives were found, it is possible that they had been delivered as spoken dialogues, most likely translated from the Italian libretto. Yet, the absence of comic characters rules out the use of the widespread cordel adaptation of Demofoonte, titled Mais vale amor que um reino and printed many times throughout the eighteenth century. The same could be said about the settings of Eurene and Olimpiade (see ahead), also in Vila Viçosa and mostly following the features of a (Olimpiade also in a1). On the other hand, Dido Abandonada (G--Prática 88c and 117a; Belo Horizonte, Acervo Curt Lange 10.5.18), with music attributed to Pedro Antonio Avondano and at least partly copied in variant a1, took its text from the cordel version, Dido Desamparada. 26 It is likely that at least part of the material of the multi--authored Demofonte was originally copied in Portugal, used for a performance in Lisbon or Oporto. Twiss commented sarcastically on a staging of Demofoonte in Oporto in 1772, but fell short of explaining the reason of his negative opinion.
27 Manuel Carlos de Brito argues that this was the same performance described by Carvalhais, after a now unavailable libretto, at least partly composed by Davide Perez, with Luisa Todi and Pedro Antonio Pereira playing Dircea and Timante. 28 Curiously, the violin parts of the sixth number of our
Demofonte, a recitative and aria from Jommelli's Il Creso, bear the inscription Sra. Luiza on a very different fashion than the other singer assignments. It was crossed out in the first violin and concealed by the name Sra. Paula in the second violin. (See Figure 3. ) Could it be that this was not the Luiza from Rio's casa da ópera, but rather Luisa Aguiar Todi? Were some of these copies used in the Oporto production? 
Concluding Remarks
Evidence discussed above confirms David Cranmer's hypothesis that the material titled Demofonte in G--Prática 51b was a pastiche. Although late--eighteenth--century Luso--Brazilian audiences were familiar with the Italian concept of a musico--theatrical production with music by "diversi celebri autori," the term pastiche became widespread in Portugal and Brazil only around the 1830s-always in its French spelling. 29 The basic idea was to assemble well--known arias from different composers to produce a musical setting of a famous libretto that would be attractive and not too expensive, or at least not when compared with original operas produced with Royal sponsorship. Outside of Italy-Portugal and Brazil, for instance-additional concessions, such as vernacular singing and spoken dialogues, provided a link with local theatrical traditions. Table 2 .) However, Cranmer's affirmation that Metastasio's text was much altered has to be taken with caution. With the exception of Cleofide/Dircea's monologue, all perceived text discrepancies are due to fact that the respective numbers were not taken from settings of Demofoonte, but rather from other librettos, either by Metastasio (Alessandro nell'Indie, Antigono, and Zenobia), or by other authors (L'Incognita Perseguitata and Il Ciarlone). Yet these texts were not significantly changed. Even the expansion of Cleofide/Dircea's monologue was not produced during this assemblage, but instead at least two decades earlier, for Sarti's 1762 production of Alessandro nell'Indie. As for the Portuguese versions of the arias, although their textual incipits suggest that they are direct translations of the Italian, only an analysis of the complete text, now unavailable, could inform us whether they were somehow changed in order to harmonize with the new plot.
In addition to Demofonte, the musical archive of Vila Viçosa holds a number of Italian works translated to Portuguese, from large sections of single operas to isolated arias deployed in various settings. For example, an extensive portion of Gazzaniga's L'Isola di Alcina had Bertati's text translated to the Portuguese (G--Prática 87 and 117d), without affecting significantly the work's integrity. A different case is Dom João, criado de si mesmo (G--Prática 86b), a Portuguese comédia by Nicolau Luiz interspersed with musical numbers, some apparently composed specifically for the play, others picked from diverse sources, such as De Majo's aria "Quando freme il mar sdegnato," from Ricimero re de' Goti (2/10), translated as "Quando brama o mar irado." On the other hand, Eurene (117d) is structurally similar to Demofonte, including numbers from different composers, such as the obbligato recitatives "Tropo del cor d'un trace" from Perez's Solimano (1/7) and "Ah qual sapre il mio cor," from Traetta's Ifigenia (1/26), the latter with a Portuguese text. These works reveal the existence of a lively culture of operatic translations and substitutions, pasticcio settings, and spoken plays with music. It was this model, not the one provided by the royal theaters that was exported to Portugal's main colony, a process in which the agency of Pedro Antonio Pereira was crucial. Prominently featuring the names of the main cômicos then active in Rio de Janeiro, the instrumental parts of Demofonte provide indisputable proof of the circulation of repertories, practices, and artists between Portugal and Portuguese America. It is also palpable evidence of the global reach of Italian opera during the second half of the eighteenth century. 
